
for instance, that fact the CSCE/OSCE has been more than twenty years-in the making,
while one of the earlier, more serious efforts-the North Pacifie Cooperative Security
Dialogue (NPCSD) initiative-had its origin merely six years ago, and the Asia-Pacifie
version approximate to CSCEIOSCE-the ARF-only began less than two years ago, we
may begin to assess China's progress in quite a different light.

Chinese approaches toward multilateralism should be judged within the broader contexts of
its past experiences, its current concernis, and the dynamics of its domestie politics..China
has been cautious about adoptmng multilateral approaches out of a number of reasons: the
limited and negative experience; the fear of small states ganging up against China (China
bashing); and the concern that multilateral security forums may give Taiwan legitimacy.
China's liniited experiences in the past with multilateralism were far from positive. A few
examples will suffice: The League of Nations and its acquiesce in Japanese invasion of
China in 193 1; the Soviet attempt to control China through both the 3' Communist
International and later the Comecon. China also suspects, (and has tried to stop), that the
territorial disputes in the South China Sea and China's military buildup may be turned into
the issues at regional security forums."1 Finally, Beijing is highly sensitive about de facto
recognition of Taiwan's legitimacy through participation in some of the regional security
dialogues. The stalemate concemning membership of both China and Taiwan in the Council
for Security Cooperation in Msia Pa&ific (CSCAP) to a large extent is due to Beijing's
objection to Taiwan's participation.6"

Domestic politics has always featured proxninently in China's foreign policy making;
indeed, there are discernable linkages between domestic politics and foreign policy
behavior.63 Such linkages become ahl the more pronounced during periods of uncertainty
due to Ieadershin succession and Dower transition. which makes flexibilitv difficult. The


